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Abstract: In this study, an ensemble forecasting model for in situ wind speed and wave height was
developed using the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere–Wave–Sediment Transport (COAWST) model. This
model utilized four bias correction algorithms—Model Output Statistics (MOS), Back Propagation
Neural Network (BPNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network, and Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN)—to construct ensemble forecasts. The training data were derived from the
COAWST simulations of one year and observations from three buoy stations (Laohutan, Zhifudao,
and Lianyungang) in the Yellow Sea and Bohai Sea. After the optimization of the bias correction model
training, the subsequent evaluations on the ensemble forecasts showed that the in situ forecasting
accuracy of wind speed and wave height was significantly improved. Although there were some
uncertainties on bias correction performance levels for individual algorithms, the uncertainties
were greatly reduced by the ensemble forecasts. Depending on the dynamic weight assignment,
the ensemble forecasts presented a stable performance even when the corrected forecasts by three
algorithms had an obvious negative bias. Specifically, the ensemble forecasting bias was found with a
mean reduction of about 96%~99% and 91%~95% for wind speed and wave height, and a reduction
of about 91%~98% and 16%~54% during the period of Typhoon “Muifa”. For the four correction
algorithms, the performance of bias correction was not directly related to the algorithm complexity.
However, the strategies with more complex algorithms (i.e., CNN) were more conservative, and
simple algorithms (i.e., MOS) might have induced unstable performance levels despite their lower
bias in some cases.

Keywords: COAWST; deep learning; marine weather prediction; model bias correction; model evaluation

1. Introduction

Marine weather forecasts play an important role in ship navigation, maritime opera-
tions, and disaster warnings. The prediction of sea surface winds and waves is one of the
key forecasting elements that directly affect human productivity and well-being. Winds
are the primary force behind wave generation in coastal regions close to the land, and the
contribution of swells to wave generation there is relatively smaller. Therefore, predicting
the accuracy of sea surface winds is vital for wind and wave forecasting. In contrast to
other variables (temperature and atmospheric pressure), which fluctuate continuously,
sea surface winds represent specific phases or abrupt changes based on their temporal
fluctuations. Sudden changes in sea surface winds can further affect the sea surface waves.
The limited in situ observational data on sea surface wind and waves have resulted in a
lack of variability in the forecasting process [1].
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In order to improve the accuracy of wind and wave forecasts on the sea surface,
numerous studies have been conducted to assimilate satellites, stations, buoys, and other
data into numerical forecasting. For example, Huang et al. (2020) assimilated the wind
observations from the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) and the Oceansat-2 Scatterometer
(OSCAT) into the global ocean surface wind analysis [2]. Compared to the surface wind
forecasts at 10 m levels from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), the root mean square error (RMSE) of the assimilated forecasts decreased from
1.17 m/s to 1.07 m/s, and the mean bias decreased from −0.14 m/s to −0.08 m/s. The UK
Met Office assimilated the hourly wind observations into its high-resolution operational
forecasting model using the four-dimensional variational assimilation method. In the winter
of 2016 and the summer of 2017, the mean bias and RMSE of the wind profile forecasts
decreased by 15% and 10%. Other elements at the surface also showed improvements
ranging from 0.27% to −0.71% [3]. Sannasiraj et al. [4] assimilated the wave observations
from three buoys in the Arabian Sea into the Wave Model (WAM). They found that the
RMSE of the wave height reduced by approximately 30% to 50%.

In addition to the data assimilation methods, empirical post-processing correction
techniques have been widely used owing to their low computational expense and good
effectiveness [5,6]. Traditional post-processing methods are usually parameter-based meth-
ods, which can be divided into three types. The first one is based on the principle of
regression, usually in the form of Model Output Statistics (MOS) or Ensemble Model
Output Statistics (EMOS) [7]. The second one is based on joint probability such as the
meta-Gaussian and Bayesian joint probability model. The last one is based on kernel-
density techniques such as the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) algorithm [8]. Because
of its simplicity and efficacy, the MOS algorithm has been widely used in many fields.
The machine learning algorithms like artificial neural networks were used subsequently
instead of the traditional parameter-based methods. For example, Kunić et al. [9] proposed
a new artificial neural network called “FOCUS” that corrected wind speed results from
the numerical forecasts of five years for the Krk Bridge in Croatia. The results indicated
that the corrected forecasts performed better than the uncorrected results during almost
half of the validation period. Numerous empirical forecasting models have emerged in
recent years due to the development of artificial intelligence algorithms, including deep
learning algorithms with deep network structures. For example, the Huawei company
developed a global forecasting model called Pangu-Weather, which has higher accuracy
than the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) and FourCastNet in deterministic forecasts [10].
Artificial intelligence algorithms are also widely used in the nowcasting of extreme weather,
which produce accurate clouds and precipitation forecasts [11]. For bias correction in
post-processing, these deep learning models also represent a high operation potential. One
typical example is the use of the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) algorithm by Kim
et al. [12]. to correct the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) predictions. The LSTM reduced
the error by 90% for the MJO amplitude and by 77% for the MJO phase within four weeks.

Because of the abrupt and highly nonlinear characteristics, the forecasting accuracy of
winds and waves has always been an operational challenge [13,14]. Some post-processing
techniques were utilized in previous studies to improve the forecasting accuracy. For
example, Han et al. used CU-net to correct the wind speed forecasts in North China. They
found that it increased the forecast accuracy by 18.57% in the next 24 h and by 3.7% in
the next 240 h when compared to the Anomaly Numerical-correction via Observations
(ANO) algorithm [15]. Chen et al. used the ConvLSTM algorithm to correct the wind speed
bias from numerical weather forecasts for ten stations in Belgium in 2019 and found that
the mean absolute errors were reduced by 41.13–77.70%, and the RMSEs were reduced by
37.30–75.10% [16].

These bias correction methods based on machine learning or deep learning have been
proven to achieve good forecasting performance. However, it is challenging for these
empirical methods to guarantee highly accurate forecasts in all locations. Ensemble meth-
ods are commonly used in operational forecasting to reduce system errors. They involve
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averaging different forecasting results to obtain predictions with stronger adaptability to
environmental changes and lower errors.

In the past, we developed a forecasting system using the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere–
Wave–Sediment Transport (COAWST) model [17]. It corrects the warm bias of WRF to some
extent, and is suitable for simulating extreme weather such as typhoons. The system also
has the capability of predicting the sea surface wind speed and wave height in a coupled
way. However, the forecasting bias of the system in terms of wind and waves remains high,
which has posed great challenges to practical applications. This issue was also presented
by Liu et al. (2006) when they verified the forecasts of the COAWST model during typhoon
periods using buoy observations [18].

In this study, based on this forecasting system, we further developed a post-processing
module. This module utilized four different bias correction algorithms in different prin-
ciples to correct the wind speed and wave height bias in the COAWST forecasts. These
corrected forecasts were then subjected to ensemble averaging to generate forecasting
products for wind speed and wave height at stations in the Yellow Sea and Bohai Sea.

The Yellow Sea and Bohai Sea are marginal seas located in the northwestern Pacific
Ocean, surrounded by densely populated areas. These seas are the sites of frequent
shipping, fishing, and exploration activities. Thus, it is vital to have accurate forecasts of
winds and waves to protect human activities from disasters. The marine observations are
much fewer than the land observations. The buoy data are some of the most important
in situ observation sources, and other remote sensing observations at sea also use them
for calibration. Therefore, the buoy observations can be used as a reference to correct the
numerical forecasting errors rather than utilizing other data sources. Ebuchi et al. evaluated
the wind data observed by the QuikSCAT/SeaWinds satellites and also used the buoy data
as references [19].

The forecasting model developed in this study provided the in situ forecasts of winds
and waves, using real-time monitoring data from three buoys over the Yellow Sea and Bohai
Sea. This study investigated the performance levels of the four individual correction models
and ensemble forecasts. In order to further evaluate the forecasting level of the model
developed, the ERA5 reanalysis data were also utilized to compare with the forecasts.

The following section (Section 2) includes the model, correction algorithms, ensemble
scheme, and data used in this study. Section 3 includes the design of the experiment, model
configurations and operation steps. A detailed evaluation of the results is provided in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses the limitations of the experimental design as well as the
uncertainties in the results. Finally, Section 6 briefly summarizes this study.

2. Model, Algorithms, and Data
2.1. COAWST Model

The COAWST model was developed by Warner et al. in 2010. The model consists of
several sub-models, including the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF), the
Regional Ocean Model System (ROMS), and the Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN)
model. The Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT) is used to divide the grids of each model into
segments and to allocate processors for processing. The MCT is then used to exchange and
convert various information in parallel among the sub-models [20].

Numerous previous studies indicated the excellent performance of the COAWST
model. For example, Maitane et al. [21] used COAWST to simulate the changes at the
sea surface when Hurricane “Ida” passed across the Gulf of Mexico in November 2009.
The validation results showed that the fully coupled model using COAWST provided the
most accurate simulations of wind intensity with a skill index of 0.9. Zambon et al. [22]
conducted a hindcast of the tropical cyclone “Ivan” in 2004 using COAWST. They found that
COAWST corrected the cyclone’s moving track from the WRF model in a moderate level
and significantly improved the forecasts of cyclone center intensity. The root mean square
error (RMSE) of wave height from COAWST was 0.93 m, with a correlation coefficient of
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0.97. In addition, the COAWST model also performed well in the hydro-meteorological
simulations over China [23].

2.2. Bias correction Algorithms
2.2.1. Model Output Statistics (MOS)

The Model Output Statistics (MOS) algorithm was proposed by Glahn and Lowry.
The principle of this approach is to establish an empirical relationship between the model
outputs and the observations by polynomial fitting. Using the established relationship, the
model bias can be estimated based on the forecasting results [24]. The schematic diagram
of MOS is shown in Figure 1a.
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Neural Network (CNN) algorithm.

2.2.2. Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)

The Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN), proposed by Rumelhart and Mc-
Cleland, is one of the most widely used algorithms in supervised learning [25]. BPNN
can simulate the structure of the human brain while using a gradient descent approach to
adjust the weights of neurons. It is known as a multi-layer feedforward network model
with the error propagation algorithm as the core [26]. Its topological structure is shown in
Figure 1b, which includes an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The training
network continuously adjusts the weight relationship between the input data and the
output data through forward propagation and backward propagation, thereby establishing
a final mapping relationship.

2.2.3. Long Short-Term Memory Neural Network (LSTM)

As a type of recurrent neural network, the Long Short-Term Memory neural network
(LSTM) was initially developed by Hochreiter et al. in 1997 [27]. The external structure of
LSTM is shown in Figure 1c, which resembles a fully connected neural network. However,
LSTM further adds neural network units in its hidden layer, and each neuron unit includes
multiplication gates and forget gates. These gate units determine the type of data passing
through the neural network. Its advantage in processing lengthy texts is guaranteed by the
structure of the algorithm.
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2.2.4. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) consists of an input layer, a convolutional
layer and an output layer. Its main feature is local connectivity [28], which is suitable
for feature extraction and obtaining image features. It has been widely used in image
segmentation and image recognition fields. Since text data were used in this study, a
one-dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1-D CNN) was chosen for the following
correction process. The structure of 1-D CNN is shown in Figure 1d. The 1-D CNN extracts
features from samples by adjusting the size of the convolutional kernel and the direction
of movement. This approach avoids the complex operations involved in constructing
and processing multidimensional samples and demonstrates its superiority in processing
long-term text series [29].

Essentially, the four algorithms above all utilize forecasting data and observation data
during the training period to establish a mapping relationship from forecast values to
observation values. Thus, during operational forecasting, this mapping relationship can
be used to estimate the “true” value (observation) at that moment based on numerical
forecasts. The key differences among these four algorithms mainly come from the methods
or principles used to establish this mapping relationship. Specifically, the MOS algorithm
establishes the relationship between forecast and observation through simple polynomial
fitting. The other three algorithms, BPNN, CNN, and LSTM, all use more complex neural
networks to establish the relationship, with differences in the complexity and computation
of the neural network. BPNN is a classic machine learning algorithm that uses relatively few
hidden layers and a fully connected neural structure. CNN is a representative algorithm
of deep learning, which can be considered a more complex BPNN algorithm in a sense. It
has more hidden layers and uses partially connected neural structures to enhance local
perceptual learning. LSTM is also a deep learning algorithm, and its biggest difference
from BPNN and CNN is that it uses time recursion during the training process. This allows
it to bring back information from the later part as “memory” to assist in model training for
the earlier part.

2.3. Ensemble Mean Method

Based on the concept of ensemble forecasting, the developed model in this study
utilized a simple ensemble method of weighted bias removal to average four bias-corrected
forecasting results. This ensemble method focused on reducing the mean bias of the
forecasts by utilizing in situ buoy data from the previous day to calculate dynamically
changing weights over time. Thus, the ensemble forecasting value M can be expressed as:

Mens,dt = Od−1 +
N

∑
i=1

αi,d(Mi,dt − Mi,d−1) (1)

where Mens,dt represents the forecasts at the time t on the day d; Od−1 represents the buoy
observation on the day d − 1; i is the id of bias-corrected forecasts; N is the number of
forecasts, and here it is 4; αi,d represents the weight for the forecast Mi on the day d, which
can be calculated by the RMSE of Mi on the day d − 1:

αi,d =
Ei,d−1

N
∑

i=1
EI,d−1

(2)

and E is defined as the reciprocal of RMSE within the 24 H of one day:

E = RMSE−1 =

√√√√√√ 24
24
∑

j=1
(Mj − Oj)

2
(3)
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If the RMSE is zero during the calculation, it will convert to a small number (i.e.,
1 × 10−12).

In this study, this ensemble mean method was designed to reduce the uncertainty
caused by single bias correction algorithm. For one specific correction algorithm, it could
not guarantee minimum bias in all cases, and thus, the ensemble mean method could adjust
model weights to mitigate the negative effects on final forecasting results when a certain
algorithm produced significant bias. Weight adjustment mainly depended on the RMSEs
of the four groups of corrected forecasts in the previous day. If an algorithm had low bias
in the previous day, it would receive a higher weight on the current day. Furthermore, the
RMSE statistics was chosen from the previous 24 h instead of shorter time ahead, because
the low real-time buoy data were updated once a day on the website.

2.4. Operational Flowchart of Forecasting System

The flowchart of forecasting system is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The flowchart of the established short-term ensemble forecasting model.

The driving data for WRF sub-model were derived from the Global Forecast System (GFS,
available online at https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/ (accessed on 3 February 2024)).
The driving data for ROMS sub-model were derived from the Global Ocean Forecasting
System (GOFS, available online at https://www.geo-fs.com/ (accessed on 3 February 2024))
of the Hybrid Coordinate Oceanic Circulation Model (HYCOM) model. The driving data
for SWAN sub-model were derived from the GFS_wave dataset. The data from Global Data
Assimilation System (GDAS, available online at https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/data/ncep-
global-data-assimilation/access/ (accessed on 3 February 2024)) were also derived for the
assimilation module in the WRF sub-model. For the initial and boundary conditions of the
models, WRF, ROMS, and SWAN all used default cold starting ways for initialization.

Using the initial conditions and boundary files from the three sub-models, the COAWST
model was run and generated forecasting results for the next 72 h. The forecasted variables at
sea surface were then extracted to construct four bias correction models (MOS, BPNN, LSTM,
and CNN). Prior to model training, multiple groups of sensitivity tests were conducted to
optimize the bias correction models (detailed steps are described in Section 3.2) for more

https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/
https://www.geo-fs.com/
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/data/ncep-global-data-assimilation/access/
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/data/ncep-global-data-assimilation/access/
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accurate forecasting bias estimation. The trained bias correction models took forecasted sea-
surface variables as inputs and output bias-corrected predictions of surface wind speed and
wave height. These forecasting results were then subjected to ensemble averaging to produce
forecast products at station locations for display and use in user clients.

2.5. Data Description

In this study, observed data of wind speed at 10 m level and significant wave height
data from three buoy stations located in the Yellow Sea and Bohai Sea were utilized for
correction model training and validation. The stations include Laohutan (LHT), Zhifudao
(ZFD), and Lianyungang (LYG), as marked by the black dots in Figure 3. The buoy data
were derived from the National Marine Science Data Center (https://mds.nmdis.org.cn/
(accessed on 3 February 2024)), with its observational frequency of once per hour.
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by blue lines is the domain used by the ROMS and SWAN sub-models. The black dots indicate the
locations of the three buoys, and the black line connecting the little blue dots is the moving path of
the Typhoon “Muifa” on 15–16 September 2022.

The ECMWF Reanalysis v5 (ERA5, available online at https://cds.climate.copernicus.
eu/ (accessed on 03 February 2024)) dataset is the fifth generation of atmospheric reanalysis
data produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
ERA5 combines general circulation models with numerous ground-based and satellite
observations, resulting in ERA5 data with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ [30,31]. He
et al. evaluated the differences between ERA5 and the previous generation atmospheric
reanalysis dataset (ERA-Interim) based on 30 years of observations on Chinese ground
stations [32]. They found that ERA5 data were closer to the station observations, with a
mean bias decrease of over 35% for surface downward shortwave radiation compared to
ERA-interim.

The ERA5 data are regarded as some of the most accurate reanalysis data currently, and
many studies on weather/climate mechanisms treat them as observations. Therefore, the
ERA5 data were chosen for subsequent comparisons of model accuracy, in order to provide a
more intuitive impression on the accuracy level of the newly established forecasting model.

https://mds.nmdis.org.cn/
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/
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3. Experimental Design
3.1. Model Configuration

In this study, the study domain (Figure 3) covered the Yellow Sea, Bohai Sea, and their
surrounding areas in a shallow water depth or low-altitude terrain. The configurations
of the sub-models in COAWST are as follows. The grid number of WRF was 330 × 270,
with a horizontal resolution of 6 km and 39 vertical layers. The grid number of ROMS and
SWAN was 320 × 260, with the same horizontal resolution as that of WRF. The 16 layers
were divided in the vertical direction for the ROMS sub-model. The WRF utilized the
WSM6 cloud microphysics parameterization [33], the YSU boundary layer [34], the MM5
surface layer [35], the RRTM longwave radiation [36], the Dudhia short-wave radiation [37],
the Noah-LSM land surface process [38], and the GF cumulus convection scheme [39].
For the ROMS setup, turbulent mixing in the vertical direction was computed using the
Mellor–Yamada scheme [40] and anisotropic currents were computed using the Flather
boundary condition approach to allow free propagation of wind-generated currents and
tides [41].

3.2. Optimization Process Steps for Bias Correction Models

Although the four bias correction algorithms used in this study are mature algorithms,
there is significant variation in the performance of correction models constructed using
different strategies in practical applications. Numerous studies demonstrated that these
data-driven empirical models relied heavily on the training strategy of the model and
the choice of variables used to construct the network structure. For example, Kavzoglu
found that different model training strategies directly affect the accuracy of the model by
4.4~27% [42].

Therefore, prior to establishing the forecasting model, this study conducted two groups
of sensitivity tests in order to obtain more accurate training dataset and variable selection
scheme. The first group of sensitivity tests aimed to obtain more accurate training dataset.
They investigated the influence of different simulation methods on the accuracy of the
long-term dataset. The second group of sensitivity tests aimed to obtain more precise
selection scheme of training variables by examining the impact of different training variable
selections on the model accuracy.

The specific steps of optimization process are listed as follows.

(a) Before creating the training data of bias correction, it is known that the errors of
numerical weather models are easy to accumulate in a long-term simulation [43].
Thus, to improve the accuracy of the historical training data, we utilized the COAWST
model to construct three groups of sensitivity tests (S1, S2, S3) with different time
durations for a single uninterrupted simulation. The simulation in the S1 test lasted
for 5 days, and the model was then restarted for the next five-day simulation. The
simulation in the S2 test lasted for 15 days at each time, and the simulation in the
S3 test lasted for 30 days. The simulation period for the three tests was one month.
The difference in bias value was determined to confirm the impacts of simulation
durations on accuracy.

(b) According to the sensitivity test outcomes, simulation during the entire year of 2021
using COAWST was conducted over the study domain, in an operation way with
the lowest bias. Considering the operation convenience and error accumulation, the
simulation at each time lasted for 6 days. The simulation on the first day was used
as a spin-up, and the simulation in the next five days was used to create the formal
hourly training data for the establishment of bias correction models.

(c) Before the formal training processes for the correction models, this study also con-
structed five sensitivity tests to investigate the impacts of different training samples
on the correction accuracy. Considering the BPNN as a bias correction algorithm, the
five tests (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5) used different historical simulation variables from step (b)
above and observational data from three buoy stations to train the BPNN correction
model. To select appropriate configurations for training variables, the accuracy differ-
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ence among the five tests was analyzed. The T1 test utilized the simulations of wind
speed and wave height to establish the bias correction model. The T2 test analyzed
the time correlations between simulated variables at the surface and buoy observation
data. All the simulated variables with a correlation coefficient of not less than 0.15
were then selected to establish a multivariate correction model. The training process
in the T3 test was similar to the T2 test, but the T3 test utilized the higher correlation
variables (not less than 0.4) to establish the correction model. Using the same training
strategy as the T2 test, the T4 test further added the observations of the previous day
from the same buoy station into the model training process. Although the T5 test
followed the T1 test strategy, it also added the observations of the previous day. The
T0 test was denoted as the control test without any corrections. By evaluating the
accuracy of the corrected forecasts during the validation period, the training strategy
with the highest accuracy could be selected for the subsequent formal training of
correction models.

(d) Based on the above test results, the formal training process of bias correction models
was carried out using the hourly simulations during the entire year of 2021 and
observations from three buoy stations as input data.

After the optimization process, four bias correction models were trained and estab-
lished using the MOS, BPNN, LSTM, and CNN algorithms. And then, the four groups of
corrected forecasts were averaged using the ensemble mean method in Section 2, and the
final forecasting product was made.

3.3. Validation Test Design

For the result validation, one group of hind-cast simulations using COAWST was
conducted for the entire month of September 2022. During the validation period, the
hind-casts were conducted every day for the simulation of the next 72 h. By evaluating
the bias compared with observations, we attempted to investigate the performance of
ensemble forecasting product in correcting the forecasted bias of sea surface wind speed
and wave height of COAWST. For comparison, the four groups of corrected forecasts before
ensemble mean process were also presented. In addition, in order to evaluate the accuracy
maintenance capabilities of the forecasts with the forecast time, the corrected forecasts of
24 h were compared with the forecasts of 48 and 72 h.

4. Result
4.1. Sensitivity Analysis Prior to the Formal Correction Model Training
4.1.1. Sensitivity of Bias on the Simulation Time Durations

According to step (a) in Section 3.2, three sensitivity tests were conducted with different
time durations in a single simulation. The mean bias for the three tests at buoy stations is
presented in Table 1. The mean bias of wind speed increased with the increase in simulation
time. When compared to the S1 test which lasted for 5 days in each simulation, the wind
speed and wave height bias increased by approximately 57% at the three stations in the S3
test which ran continuously in the 30-day simulation.

Table 1. Mean RMSEs of wind speed and wave height from the three tests with different simulation
time duration.

Laohutan Zhifudao Lianyungang

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

S1 −1.52 m/s 0.13 m −1.19 m/s 0.08 m −0.91 m/s 0.02 m

S2 −1.67 m/s 0.09 m −1.53 m/s 0.09 m −0.86 m/s −0.01 m

S3 −1.78 m/s 0.15 m −1.76 m/s 0.13 m −0.96 m/s −0.02 m
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Based on the above results, the following formal simulation test could last for six
days every time. The simulations on the first day were neglected as a spin-up, while the
simulations on the remaining five days were collected to create the whole simulation series
of one year as the training data.

4.1.2. Sensitivity of Corrected Bias on the Number of Sample Variables for Training

According to step (b) in Section 3.2, the BPNN algorithm was used to establish the
sensitivity tests on the number of sample variables for training. Table 2 lists the correlation
coefficients between the simulated surface variables and the observed wind speed as well as
wave height during the training period. The simulated surface variables for the correlation
calculation include the air temperature at 2 m level (T2M), sea surface temperature (SST),
sea level pressure (SLP), relative humidity at 2 m level (RH2M), upward surface heat flux
(HFX), latent heat flux (LH), upward longwave radiation (OLR), wavelength (LWAVEP),
wave period (PWAVE), friction velocity in similarity theory (UST), surface pressure (PSFC),
net shortwave flux at surface (GSW), wind speed at 10 m level (composed of U10 and
V10 wind component at 10 m level), and significant wave height (HWAVE). Among the
variables, the simulated wind speed and significant wave height had the highest correlation
coefficients with the observed wind speed and wave height. According to the correlation
coefficients (Table 2), the variables selected for wind training in the T2 and T4 test included
T2M, SST, RH2M, HFX, LH, UST, wind speed, and HWAVE. The variables selected for
wave training in the T2 and T4 test included T2M, SST, SLP, LWAVEP, PWAVE, UST, PSFC,
wind speed, and HWAVE. The variables selected for the T3 test with correlation coefficients
of not less than 0.4 included UST, wind speed, and HWAVE.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between the buoy observations and surface variables of COAWST
during the training period.

Variable Applied Test
Laohutan Zhifudao Lianyungang

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

T2M * wind and wave in T2
and T4 −0.21 0.12 −0.17 −0.33 −0.01 0.2

SST wind and wave in T2
and T4 −0.2 0.1 −0.15 −0.23 0.04 0.26

SLP wave in T2 and T4 0.05 −0.24 0.02 0.34 −0.05 0.1
RH2M wind in T2 and T4 −0.25 0.08 −0.23 −0.23 −0.04 0.04
HFX wind in T2 and T4 0.24 −0.01 0.31 0.7 0.28 0.26
LH wind in T2 and T4 0.33 0.14 0.35 0.58 0.25 0.33

OLR None −0.15 −0.09 −0.12 −0.22 −0.09 0.09
LWAVEP wave in T2 and T4 0.09 0.47 0.05 0.3 0.1 0.41
PWAVE wave in T2 and T4 0.06 0.41 −0.01 0.22 0.07 0.38

UST wind in T2, T3, and T4,
wave in T3 0.54 0.43 0.53 0.69 0.67 0.69

PSFC wave in T2 and T4 0.05 −0.24 0.02 0.34 −0.05 −0.1
GSW None 0.001 −0.03 −0.07 −0.1 −0.08 −0.06

Wind Speed wind in T1, T2, T3, T4,
and T5, wave in T3 0.55 0.47 0.53 0.61 0.67 0.64

HWAVE wind in T3, wave in T1,
T2, T3, T4, and T5 0.49 0.72 0.51 0.73 0.65 0.8

* T2M: temperature at 2 m level; SST: sea surface temperature; SLP: sea level pressure; RH2M: relative humidity at
2 m level; HFX: upward heat flux at surface; LH: latent heat flux at surface; OLR: total outgoing long radiation;
LWAVEP: wave length; PWAVE: wave period; UST: U* in similarity theory; PSFC: surface pressure; GSW: net
short wave radiation flux at ground surface; Wind Speed: composed of U10 and V10 wind component at 10 m
level; HWAVE: significant wave height.

Figure 4 presents the time series of buoy observations and COAWST forecasts during
the validation period. During the typhoon passage on the 15th–16th, wind speed and wave
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height at all three stations significantly increased. Due to subsequent weather activity, wind
and waves also increased twice around the 19th and 23rd. Taking the typhoon period on the
15th–16th as an example, compared with the 13th–14th, the wind speed during the typhoon
period increased by 14%, 33%, and 73%, respectively, while the wave height increased
by 73%, 68%, and 139%, respectively. By comparing the forecasts and observations on
the 15th–16th, the forecasting bias of COAWST increased with the growth of wind and
waves. Furthermore, due to deviations between the simulated typhoon trajectory and actual
conditions, the maximum forecasted wind and waves occurred at times slightly inconsistent
with the observations. In terms of the overall performance during the validation period,
the COAWST model was able to simulate the rapid changes in wind and waves over time
under extreme weather conditions, but the magnitude of change was slightly weaker in
most cases compared to the observations.
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Figure 4. The series of Buoy observations and COAWST forecasts, including (a) the series of wind
speed at Laohutan (LHT) station; (b) the series of wave height at Laohutan (LHT) station; (c) the
series of wind speed at Zhifudao (ZFD) station; (d) the series of wave height at Zhifudao (ZFD)
station; (e) the series of wind speed at Lianyungang (LYG) station; and (f) the series of wave height at
Lianyungang (LYG) station.

Figure 5 shows the time series of bias for the five sensitivity tests at three buoy stations
during the validation period. All the series were filtered using a moving average of 12 h.
Considering the wind speed bias series in Figure 5a,c,e, the lowest mean bias was detected
in the T5 test with the second lowest in T1 and T3 tests. The mean bias of wind speed
in the T1 test, which used a single-variable training strategy, was 1.26 m/s, 0.38 m/s,
and 0.10 m/s at the three buoy stations, respectively. The bias in the T3 test, which
used four variables with correlation coefficients of at least 0.4 for training, was 1.53 m/s,
0.73 m/s, and 0.78 m/s. It was slightly higher than that in the T1 test. The T2 and T4 tests,
which utilized multiple variables with correlation coefficients not less than 0.15 for training,
showed higher bias. The mean bias was 2 m/s, 1.22 m/s, and 0.12 m/s for the T2 test, and
1.18 m/s, 0.6 m/s, and 1.59 m/s for the T4 test, respectively. The bias in the T5 test, which
added the wind speed observations in the previous day based on the training strategy
of the T1 test, was 0.31 m/s, 0.06 m/s, and 0.07 m/s. It was the lowest for all the tests.
Compared to the uncorrected bias in the T0 test, it reduced by 35%, 32%, and 20%. The bias
series was balanced and stable without abrupt changes. For the T1 and T3 tests with the
second lowest bias, the series of T3 biases were relatively more stable, and its mean bias
was reduced by 28%, 29%, and 21% compared to the T0 test.
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Figure 5. The series of bias between the buoy observations and corrected forecasts using the BPNN
algorithm with different data training strategies, including (a) the bias series of wind speed at
Laohutan (LHT) station; (b) the bias series of wave height at Laohutan (LHT) station; (c) the bias
series of wind speed at Zhifudao (ZFD) station; (d) the bias series of wave height at Zhifudao (ZFD)
station; (e) the bias series of wind speed at Lianyungang (LYG) station; and (f) the bias series of wave
height at Lianyungang (LYG) station.

For the bias series of wave height in Figure 5b,d,f, the mean bias in the T3 test was the
lowest (−0.004 m, 0.20 m, and −0.17 m) at the buoy stations. Compared to the uncorrected
bias in the T0 test, the bias in the T3 test was reduced by 89%, −7%, and −143%.

Considering the performance levels of corrected wind speed and wave height, the T3
test performed best among the sensitivity tests. Table 3 lists the RMSEs of the corrected
winds and waves from the five tests. The differences in RMSE among the five tests were
generally consistent with the performance shown in Figure 5.

Table 3. The RMSEs between buoy observations and corrected forecasts by BPNN with different
training strategies.

Laohutan Zhifudao Lianyungang

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

Wind
Speed

Wave
Height

T1 2.03 m/s 0.24 m 2.20 m/s 0.38 m 2.07 m/s 0.23 m
T2 2.66 m/s 1.57 m 2.56 m/s 1.58 m 2.40 m/s 4.44 m
T3 2.22 m/s 0.24 m 2.20 m/s 0.32 m 2.08 m/s 0.30 m
T4 2.74 m/s 0.30 m 2.77 m/s 0.49 m 2.56 m/s 0.31 m
T5 1.99 m/s 0.24 m 2.20 m/s 0.39 m 2.14 m/s 0.24 m

Based on the above results, the training strategy of the T3 test was used to train
other correction models in the following works. It utilized the simulated variables with
correlation coefficients of not less than 0.4. Although more training variables could construct
more complex models, the complex models did not necessarily perform better in real
operations. The way of adding variables in low correlations with target variables might
induce the opposite effects. The data from the previous day played a limited role in
reducing the overall bias in this training process. However, the bias even increased in some
cases. Owing to the uncertainty, historical data could not be introduced for the following
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training processes in this study. We will conduct more tests on joint training using data
from different time periods in the future.

4.2. Bias Evaluation of the Four Correction Models Using Different Algorithms

Based on the above training strategy, all of the bias correction models were established
and the ensemble mean forecasts were made. Figure 6 shows the box plots of bias distribu-
tion from the ensemble mean forecasts (ENS) of wind speed and wave height, accompanied
with the four groups of corrected forecasts prior to ensemble mean process. The upper
and lower boundaries of the box represent the maximum and minimum values of the
bias, while the middle line of the box represents the median value, reflecting the error
levels of samples on average. The uncorrected forecasting bias (colored in blue) and the
differences between the ERA5 reanalysis data and buoy observations (colored in brown)
are also presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Box plots of bias between the forecasts and the buoy observations, including (a) box plots of
the wind speed bias at Laohutan (LHT) station; (b) box plots of the wind speed bias at Zhifudao (ZFD)
station; (c) box plots of the wind speed bias at Lianyungang (LYG) station; (d) box plots of the wave
height bias at Laohutan (LHT) station; (e) box plots of the wave height bias at Zhifudao (ZFD) station;
and (f) box plots of the wave height bias at Lianyungang station. The plots of uncorrected forecasting
bias are colored in blue, the corrected bias by the MOS algorithm in green, the corrected bias by the
BPNN algorithm in yellow, the corrected bias by the LSTM algorithm in black, the corrected bias by
the CNN algorithm in purple, the bias of the final ensemble forecasts (ENS) in red, and the differences
between the ERA5 data and observations in brown.

As shown in Figure 6a–c, the positive bias of wind speed from the COAWST’s forecasts
was detected at all three buoy stations. The median values of bias were 2.03 m/s, 1.79 m/s,
and 0.67 m/s, respectively. Compared to the original uncorrected forecasts, the median
bias was reduced after correction and ensemble averaging. The median values of bias from
the final ensemble forecasts (denoted as ENS and colored in red) were 0.14 m/s, 0.17 m/s,
and 0.07 m/s, respectively. Also, the boxes between the upper and lower quartiles were
shifted downwards. In most cases, the bias distributions of final ensemble forecasts became
the most concentrated, and the height of the boxes was also reduced. The overall shapes of
the plots did not change significantly, indicating that the final ensemble forecasts did not
change the statistical distribution during bias correction and ensemble averaging.

Considering the difference among the four correction algorithms, the correction strat-
egy of MOS was found to be more direct and aggressive, leading to a significant difference
in the uncorrected forecasts of bias distribution. This strategy resulted in a bias increase
at some stations. In contrast, the strategies of the other three correction models tended
to be more conservative. The median bias values of wind speed corrected by CNN were
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1.31 m/s, 0.57 m/s, and 0.52 m/s at the three stations, which were closest to zero among
the four algorithms. For the ERA5 data as the reference, the median values were 1.19 m/s,
0.27 m/s and −0.89 m/s. It maintained a high level of data accuracy on sea surface winds.

Considering the distributions of wave height bias in Figure 6d–f, the median values of
uncorrected forecasts were found to be −0.005 m, −0.05 m and 0.09 m, respectively. The
correction performance for wave height was not as obvious as that for wind speed. The
median bias of final ensemble forecasts was lower than any other corrected forecasting
bias, with the medians of 0.011 m, 0.018 m, and 0.007 m, respectively. A special case
occurred in Figure 6f. More positive bias in greater values was detected from the MOS
corrections, indicating that this relatively simple algorithm is less effective in maintaining
correction stability compared to others. The remaining three algorithms presented similar
negative bias universally. The final ensemble forecasts combined the advantages of four
bias correction algorithms through ensemble averaging, providing a more reasonable bias
distribution. The wave height difference between ERA5 and observations was generally
farther from the reference line 0 than the final ensemble forecasts (ENS). At certain stations,
some extremely large differences between ERA5 and observations were present (Figure 6d).

Considering the bias distributions for wind speed and wave height, the final ensemble
forecast demonstrated a more stable performance at different stations and was closer to the
observations in terms of distributions and median values of bias.

Figure 7 shows the bias series of 24 h forecasts in the validation period. All of the series
were filtered using the moving average of 12 h, and the differences between ERA5 data and
observations were also provided as references. As shown in Figure 6a,c,e, the uncorrected
forecasts of wind speed remained a highly positive bias during the validation period, with a
mean bias of 2.25 m/s, 1.89 m/s, and 0.99 m/s at the three buoy stations, respectively. After
correction and ensemble averaging, the bias of final ensemble forecasts decreased to 0.09 m/s,
−0.02 m/s, and 0.025 m/s. Compared to the uncorrected forecasts, the mean absolute bias
was reduced by 96%, 99%, and 97%. The differences between ERA5 data and observations,
with the mean values of 1.36 m/s, 0.12 m/s and −0.93 m/s, were found to be slightly lower
than the uncorrected forecasting bias but still higher than the bias of final ensemble forecasts.
For the four correction algorithms, the mean bias of wind speed corrected by CNN was the
lowest while having the values of 1.24 m/s, 0.16 m/s, and 0.45 m/s. On 15–16 September
2022, all of the three buoy stations were affected by the Typhoon “Muifa” (Figure 3). Although
the bias within the two days did not reach the peak values in the validation period, it was still
maintained at a high level. The mean values of uncorrected forecasting bias were found to be
4.09 m/s, 2.95 m/s, and 3.87 m/s. By way of comparison, the mean absolute bias of wind
speed ensemble forecasts was reduced by 92%, 98%, and 91%, which proved the effectiveness
of ensemble forecasts in extreme weather conditions.

As shown in Figure 7b,d,f, the mean bias values of uncorrected wave height were
−0.04 m, −0.19 m, and 0.07 m, respectively. The bias reduction effects on wave height from
the final ensemble forecasts were not as significant as those on wind speed. The wave height
series of ERA5 data, however, also showed a high uncertainty in data accuracy. A large
positive difference at the Laohutan station (Figure 7b) was detected, which was obviously
greater than any forecast series. For the four bias correction algorithms, the lowest mean
bias was detected from the series corrected by the simplest MOS algorithm, with values
of 0.005 m, 0.09 m, and 0.002 m at the three buoy stations. When the typhoon passed the
buoy stations on 15–16 September, the MOS correction model reduced the mean absolute
bias of wave height by 34%, 75%, and 86%. After the typhoon, the wave height forecasts
still maintained a high bias level for several days due to the residual weather processes. At
Lianyungang station in Figure 7f, the other three correction forecasts, except for the MOS
corrections, showed significant negative bias, which might be induced by the overfittings
of the neural networks. The three correction algorithms based on the neural network
building in different complexity (BPNN, CNN, and LSTM) did not capture the entire
characteristics of waves at the Lianyungang station, and provided optimal estimations
with deviations in the correction processes. Relying on dynamically changing weights, the
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final ensemble forecasts achieved the mean bias of 0.003 m, 0.011 m, and −0.001 m even
when significant bias was present in three of the correction algorithms. During the typhoon
passage period (15–16 September), some correction algorithms even exhibited larger bias
than the uncorrected forecasts, while the simplest MOS method performed well during
this period, successfully reducing the mean bias of wave height by 34%, 75%, and 86%.
Although other algorithms had a relatively larger bias, the weight of MOS did not reach
100% in the ensemble mean process. Thus, the ensemble mean results did not yield a lower
bias than the MOS algorithm on the 15th–16th, with the mean bias reduced by 56%, 43%,
and 16%.
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Figure 7. The bias series from 24 h ensemble forecasts and corrected results by four algorithms,
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green, the corrected bias by BPNN in yellow, the corrected bias by LSTM in black, the corrected bias
by CNN in purple, and the bias of the final ensemble forecasts in red, and the differences between the
ERA5 data and observations are represented by brown dots.

In extreme weather, the bias of numerical forecasts was believed to increase accord-
ingly, and the COAWST model was no exception. For the ensemble forecasts in this study,
in addition to the increased bias, the extreme weather also posed new challenges. First, due
to the drastic weather changes, it was unknown whether the bias statistics in the previous
day was representative of the current model bias. Second, it was unclear whether the four
correction algorithms could react in time by recognizing the rapidly increased bias at this
stage. In terms of practical performance, the final ensemble forecasts were able to adapt
to these challenges in extreme weather, and the performance was generally better than in
normal weather.

Figure 8 shows the Taylor diagram of the forecasting results during the validation
period. The Taylor diagram includes a standard deviation dimension and a correlation
coefficient dimension. If one series stays closer to the reference dot (the crossing dot of the
arc line 1 and x-axis), the statistical indices of the series remain higher.
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Figure 8. The Taylor diagrams of the 24 h forecasts from final ensemble product and other correction
result, including the diagrams of forecasted wind speed at (a) Laohutan (LHT) station, (b) Zhifudao
(ZFD) station, and (c) Lianyungang (LYG) station, and the diagrams of forecasted wave height at
(d) Laohutan (LHT) station, (e) Zhifudao (ZFD) station, and (f) Lianyungang (LYG) station. The dots
of uncorrected forecasts are colored in blue, the dots corrected by MOS in green, the dots corrected by
BPNN in yellow, the dots corrected by LSTM in black, the dots corrected by CNN in purple, the dots
from final ensemble forecasts in red, and the dots from the ERA5 data in brown.

As shown in Figure 8a–c, the indices of corrected wind speed were improved by
different degrees. The most significant improvements were detected at Lianyungang station.
However, the standard deviations of ensemble and correction results were generally lower
than those of the observations and uncorrected forecasts, which was consistent with the
distributions of extreme bias in Figure 6a–c. This indicated that the correction models
reduced the oscillation amplitudes of the forecasting series by different degrees. For the
correlation coefficient, there were no significant differences between these corrected series
and the uncorrected ones. The performance of the MOS correction model with the simplest
algorithm was not as stable as the others and presented lower deviations of wind speed in
Figure 8a,c.

As shown in Figure 8d–f, the corrected series generally remained consistent with the
observations for correlation coefficient but differed for standard deviation. Despite of the
performance uncertainties among the three stations, the final ensemble forecasts always
appeared at locations nearer to the reference dot. The final ensemble forecasts had a slightly
reduced correlation coefficient compared to other correction results, but this drawback
was compensated for by the improvement in standard deviation. In other words, the final
ensemble forecasts might not provide the best performance in specific cases or statistical
indices, but it always minimized uncertainties across all cases.

4.3. Accuracy Changes in the Ensemble Mean Forecasts with Different Forecasting Time

To investigate whether the ensemble forecasts were able to maintain the accuracy
with different forecasting times, Figure 9 shows the bar charts of RMSE for the forecasts
of 24, 48, and 72 h ahead. As shown in Figure 9a,c,e, the RMSE of wind speed increased
with the increase in the forecasting time. Among them, the uncorrected forecasts had the
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highest errors while having the RMSE values of 3.25 m/s, 2.99 m/s, and 2.99 m/s for
the 24 h forecasts at the three buoy stations. The RMSEs of the corrected forecasts were
significantly lower than those of uncorrected ones, which was identical to the mean bias
performance. With the increase in forecast time, the bias increased by 4~30% and the errors
were almost equally spaced. This indicated that within the forecasting period of 72 h, the
correction accuracy for wind speed could be maintained without any failure or distortion.
By assigning greater weights to the correction models with lower bias, the RMSEs of the
final ensemble forecasts were further reduced. The RMSEs of the 24 h ensemble forecast
were 1.76 m/s, 2.24 m/s, and 1.97 m/s, respectively. As the forecasting time increased, the
RMSE growth rate of the ensemble forecasts was slightly faster than that of the individual
correction models, which also meant that it was difficult to maintain a high accuracy by
using observation data from the previous 48 or 72 h to estimate model weights at the
current time.
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Figure 9. The histograms of RMSE of forecasts with different forecasting time, including the RMSEs
of (a) wind speed and (b) wave height at Laohutan (LHT) station, the RMSEs of (c) wind speed and
(d) wave height at Zhifudao (ZFD) station, and the RMSEs of (e) wind speed and (f) wave height
at Lianyungang (LYG) station. The three columns in the same color represent the RMSEs from the
forecasts of 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h ahead, respectively. The RMSE columns of uncorrected forecasts are
colored in blue, the columns corrected by MOS in green, the columns corrected by BPNN in yellow,
the columns corrected by LSTM in black, the columns corrected by CNN in purple, the columns from
ensemble forecasts in red, and the columns of the ERA5 data in brown.

In addition, the RMSEs of ERA5 data at the three stations were 2.45 m/s, 2.41 m/s,
and 2.64 m/s, respectively. When compared to the ensemble forecasts, the ERA5 data did
not show a superiority in accuracy.

Figure 9b,d,f show the RMSEs of wave height. Unlike the stable increase in wind speed
errors, higher variability was detected in the errors of corrected wave height. The RMSEs of
uncorrected forecasts were 0.24 m, 0.43 m, and 0.17 m, respectively. This error level was not
the highest among all the results; instead, it was even lower than the error level of ERA5
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data at Laohutan and Lianyungang stations. For the four correction algorithms, the bias
was reduced in most cases, but the reduction was less significant compared to the wind
speed corrections. With the increase in the forecasting time, the wave height corrections
also showed an increasing trend of errors. However, it had a few exceptions. For instance,
the corrected forecasts of 48 h ahead by LSTM had lower errors compared to the forecasts
of 24 h ahead at Laohutan station. The MOS correction model presented the lowest RMSEs
while having values of 0.23 m, 0.28 m, and 0.21 m for the corrected forecasts of 24 h ahead
at the three stations. By assigning more weights to the MOS correction results, the RMSEs
of final ensemble forecasts for wave height were 0.24 m, 0.29 m, and 0.19 m. Such results
indicated that for more challenging wave height forecasts, ensemble forecasts effectively
maintained forecast accuracy even when there was significant uncertainty in the correction
algorithm’s effectiveness. Additionally, the ERA5 data did not demonstrate higher accuracy
than the ensemble forecasts, with the RMSEs of 0.36 m, 0.30 m, and 0.26 m.

Table 4 shows the differences in temporal correlation coefficient between the corrected
forecasts and the uncorrected ones. Compared to the corrected wind speed forecasts of
24 h ahead, there were no significant changes in the correlation coefficients for the corrected
forecasts of 48 and 72 h ahead. The BPNN algorithm provided the largest promotion in
correlation coefficients, followed by CNN and LSTM. The MOS algorithm provided the lowest
mean bias of wave height but reduced the correlation coefficients of wave height at nearly all
the stations. For the final ensemble forecasts, the correlation coefficients of wind speed and
wave height slightly decreased in most cases. The result was consistent with the findings in
Figure 8. The ensemble approach employed in this study focused on reducing the mean bias,
which might alter the temporal coherence of the original forecasts. However, this alteration
was not significant, as the changes in correlation coefficients did not exceed 0.1.

Table 4. The promotion values of correlation coefficients for the corrected forecasts compared with
the uncorrected ones of 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h ahead.

Promotion
Value

Algorithm
Laohutan Zhifudao Lianyungang

Wind Speed Wave Height Wind Speed Wave Height Wind Speed Wave Height

24 h forecasts

MOS −0.003 0.008 0.022 0.004 0.02 −0.04
BPNN 0.06 0.022 0.028 0.007 0.09 0.1
LSTM 0.039 0.01 0.015 0.01 0.108 −0.01
CNN 0.033 0.025 0.018 0.003 0.105 0.007
ENS −0.007 −0.01 −0.04 −0.02 0.08 −0.03

48 h forecasts

MOS 0.003 −0.018 0.01 0 0.002 −0.008
BPNN 0.05 −0.012 0.03 0.008 0.05 0.012
LSTM 0.03 −0.0006 0.0002 −0.006 0.041 −0.1
CNN 0.02 −0.014 −0.018 0.02 0.043 0.011
ENS −0.02 −0.04 −0.04 −0.06 0.005 −0.048

72 h forecasts

MOS 0.006 −0.009 0.013 −0.03 0 −0.006
BPNN 0.06 0.016 0.025 0.008 0.04 0.009
LSTM 0.009 −0.006 0.007 0.01 0.01 −0.13
CNN −0.005 0.014 0.014 0.02 0.03 0.006
ENS −0.01 0 −0.06 −0.08 −0.03 −0.07

The highlighted value represents the maximum value among the four groups of corrected forecasts.

5. Discussion

Even though this study conducted research on improving the forecasts of winds and
waves, there are still some limitations and uncertainties that need to be addressed in
future work.

First, the data only from three buoys were selected in this study due to the limited
availability of long-term public buoy data over the domain, which added more randomness
to the results and conclusions. The model established in this study exhibited higher in
situ forecast accuracy at several buoy locations compared to ERA5 data; however, the
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randomness from individual stations may pose great challenges in improving the regional
forecasting accuracy when applied to specific areas.

Due to the uncertainty of buoy data from different stations, no correction algorithms
could guarantee effective bias correction for all stations. As mentioned above, when
correcting wave height forecasts at the Lianyungang station, the BPNN, CNN, and LSTM
algorithms collectively exhibited a significant negative bias. In this case, the MOS algorithm
with a smaller bias maintained the final ensemble forecasts within a low level of bias
through providing larger weights. However, if all four correction algorithms exhibit a large
bias at a particular location, the ensemble mean method in this study will become less
ineffective. To reduce the probability of this situation occurring, it is necessary to select
more algorithms based on different principles to be included in the ensemble members to
address this risk.

Additionally, the hydro-meteorological conditions are complex in the land–sea border
areas, and the strong localized characteristics of winds and waves are difficult to simulate.
The three buoy stations in this study are located in the offshore area, which is significantly
influenced by local environments. This may also affect the correction performance. We would
construct the simulations in a higher resolution and optimized scheme configurations to
obtain more accurate training data and correction performance at a regional level in the future.

Second, the training data were from the forecasts and buoy data lasting for only one
year. In order to fit the hourly simulations of COAWST, the buoy data were averaged
in each hour. Therefore, there were only 365 × 24 groups of training samples. The bias
correction models in this study are essentially empirical models established based on
data mining. Further expanding the training sample may be one of the effective ways to
improve the correction accuracy. CNN and LSTM, two deep learning algorithms, may be
most affected by the sample size. Deep learning algorithms rely on large amounts of data to
create more accurate data mappings. However, the advantages of deep learning algorithms
were not fully presented in this study due to the limitation in sample size. In the future,
it is necessary to conduct simulations for longer time durations and higher resolutions to
increase the sample size of the training data. It is ideal for the data exploration of more
accurate nonlinear relationships between forecasts and observations. If, with more training
data, the potential improvement in the effectiveness of these two deep learning algorithms
(CNN and LSTM) remains unknown, then their stability is probably to be enhanced.

Additionally, this study did not extract additional features from the training data.
Some previous studies showed that feature extraction methods, such as the ensemble
empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and principal component analysis (PCA), were
also effective in increasing sample sizes and good for accuracy promotion [44]. Also, it is
another way to increase the sample size by incorporating forecast data from neighboring
grids into the model training. However, caution must be exercised when employing this
approach because the local characteristics of wind and waves are highly pronounced, and
grid points that are too far away may not be representative. In summary, we will also
conduct detailed research on the processing methods for training data in the future.

Third, this study utilized only four popular algorithms for bias correction. Based on the
results of this study, the ensemble scheme needs to introduce more algorithms with different
principles to enhance environmental adaptability and avoid the phenomenon of collective
bias among all neural network algorithms at the Lianyungang station. Therefore, machine
learning algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM), extreme gradient boosting
(XGBoost), random forest (RF), etc., are preferred targets. Algorithms with significant
differences in neural network structures from CNN and LSTM can also be considered, such
as Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) or Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).

Despite the inherent uncertainties in results, the developed ensemble forecasting sys-
tem in this study has demonstrated high potential for application. In practical use, the main
limiting factor of this system stems from having sufficient observation data rather than
regional hydro-meteorological differences. In new application locations, bias correction
algorithms require an ample amount of training data to establish a new empirical local
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relationship, as such local empirical relationships are challenging to directly transfer to
other locations. For regional forecasting, many studies on regional bias correction are
based on two-dimensional data, typically reanalysis data, for training. This allows for
the improvement of regional statistical indices through the trained “forecast-observation”
mapping relationship. However, when it comes to specific individual stations, their fore-
casting accuracy may not surpass the in situ correction effect utilized in this study. After
all, even the reanalysis data used as the training benchmark cannot guarantee low errors at
all stations.

6. Conclusions

The forecasts of winds and waves at the sea surface are closely related to human activ-
ities. However, a large bias is still present in operational forecasts. Artificial intelligence-
based bias correction methods have been used more often in recent years and the correction
results have also proved to be efficient. Therefore, four bias correction algorithms—MOS,
BPNN, CNN, and LSTM—were used in this study to correct the forecasts of COAWST.
And then, based on these corrected forecasts, a resemble forecasting model was established
for three buoy stations over the Yellow Sea and Bohai Sea using a simple bias-removed
ensemble averaging scheme. The training data for the correction models were obtained
from historical simulations of COAWST and observation data throughout the year 2021.
During the validation period in September 2022, several sensitivity tests were conducted to
obtain accurate establishment strategy of bias correction models, and formal evaluations on
the final resemble forecasts were then presented. This study aimed to analyze the impacts
of training strategies on the accuracy of bias corrections and evaluate the performance
levels of established ensemble forecasting product. The conclusions are listed as follows.

(1) The errors accumulated in the long-term continuous simulations using numerical
weather models and the rates of error accumulation for the rapidly changing wind
speed were more obvious than that for the wave height at a slower changing rate.

(2) In the correction model training process, the accuracy of the trained models depended
on the sample size of training data that was strongly correlated to the target variable.
The inclusion of data having a low correlation with the target variable might decrease
the accuracy of the correction model. The way of introducing observations of the
previous days directly into the training process did not significantly change the
accuracy of the correction model.

(3) After bias correction by the four algorithms, the wind speed forecasts were improved
in most statistical indices. However, the corrected wave height forecast did not present
significant improvements. Certain uncertainties were still present for wave height
corrections for different statistical indices at different stations. Due to these uncertain-
ties, none of the four algorithms presented a stable lowest bias at all stations. Relying
on the dynamic weight assignment, the final ensemble forecast greatly reduced the
uncertainties from different stations. In cases where the accuracy of a certain correc-
tion algorithm significantly surpassed other algorithms, the ensemble forecast might
not have the lowest bias, but its accuracy was undoubtedly the most stable among all
cases. In addition, the ensemble forecasts might slightly reduce the correlation with
observations, but the improvement in forecasting bias and standard deviation could
compensate for this issue.

(4) In terms of the specific performance of bias correction, the mean bias of wind speed
forecasts from COAWST was found to be 2.31 m/s~2.58 m/s at three buoy stations.
The 24 h ensemble forecast further reduced the mean absolute bias by approximately
96~99%. When the Typhoon “Muifa” passed across the domain, the representativeness
of the model weights calculated using the previous day’s observations was decreased.
Their mean absolute bias reduced by 91~98%, and surpassed the statistical indices of
ERA5 reanalysis data in most cases. For wave height forecasts with higher uncertainty,
the mean bias of original COAWST forecast was −0.19 m~0.07 m, while the 24 h
ensemble forecast still reduced the mean by approximately 91~95% even in cases
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where several correction results increased the bias, and during typhoon periods, it
reduced by 16~54%. Within the forecasting period of 72 h, the effectiveness of weight
distribution in ensemble forecasts gradually decreased with the extension of time, and
the accuracy of the 72 h ensemble forecast was not as good as the individual corrected
forecast results. This indicated that for rapidly changing wind speed and wave height,
the empirical rules relying on the 24 h bias performance were difficult to apply over
longer time periods in this study.

(5) Considering the differences among the four correction models, there was no direct
co-relationship between the correction accuracy and the complexity of each algorithm.
However, the relatively complex algorithms (CNN and LSTM) presented more conser-
vative correction strategies at different stations, resulting in more stable performance.
The MOS correction model with the simplest algorithm presented a more direct and
aggressive correction strategy, which resulted in an unstable correction performance.
Although the mean bias of wave height corrected by MOS was the lowest, the bias
might increase significantly after correction in some cases. In this study, the correc-
tion performance of the BPNN algorithm was very similar to that of deep learning
algorithms (CNN and LSTM). The BPNN performed slightly better than CNN in
correcting wave height and promoting the correlation coefficients with observations.
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